Abstract
Introduction
One of the most important differences between distributed and centralized systems is that distributed computations show partial failures, failures of one or more components of the system that do not necessarily imply the failure of whole system. This simple consideration explains the importance of failure detection. Partial failures of the system manifest as errors and have to be detected as the first necessary phase of fault tolerance, in which the error is detected to be subsequently confined, eliminated or corrected. Error detection triggers also the identification of error-producing faults (diagnosis), and therefore it should always be used to allow successive fault treatment ( [1] ). The capability to detect errors or component failures is at the basis of any strategy or design finalized at attaining dependability through fault tolerance.
When distributed systems are considered, the ability to detect component failures is a qualifying feature. It distinguishes synchronous systems from asynchronous ones, as shown in the seminal work of Fischer, Lynch and Paterson ( [12] ). Since [12] various proposals have been elaborated such as [4, 19, 9, 7] which fill somehow the gap between synchrony and asynchrony. These proposals differ in the degree of precision of the detection of partial failures and in the way this capability is expressed.
The distributed systems and algorithms community uses the term failure detection, to signify the detection of the failure of a component of the system (node) or of the algorithm (process). One of the most used approaches to failure detection is based on unreliable failure detectors, introduced by Chandra and Toueg in [4] ; failure detectors are distributed oracles that provide hints (unreliable information) on failures of the system. An asynchronous system equipped with several kinds of unreliable failure detectors is a very popular system model for distributed computations. In [4] eight classes of failure detectors have been formalized and classified according to the logical properties of accuracy and completeness of the information supplied by the failure detector. The power of the failure detector used, in fact, determines how much the system is constrained. While in a pure asynchronous model subject to crash failures many important problems such as consensus do not admit solution ( [12] ), the usage of unreliable failure detectors of at least class ♦W permits to solve them [4] .
The qualitative classification proposed in [4] can however be inadequate. The Quality of Service (QoS) obtainable at the application level is related to the QoS of the failure detector used; especially for applications with temporal requirements we thus need quantitative evaluation of the QoS of the failure detector. For this reason, in the last years many studies on the quantitative analysis and evaluation of the QoS of failure detectors have appeared. [5] proposed some metrics related to the accuracy and the delay of detection which are very useful to determinate the QoS of a failure detector. It proposes also a failure detector algorithm (called NFD) and evaluates its QoS both analytically and by simulation. In [2] a slightly different implementation of NFD is suggested and evaluated in experimental settings. [17] proposes to divide the time-out period of failure detection mechanisms in two parts, the predictor and the safety margin. The same work uses traces of delays to analyze the dependency between the expressions chosen to compute the time-out and the QoS of a pull-style failure detector.
Another kind of studies is related to the relationships between the QoS of the failure detector and the QoS of upper layer applications. An example is [6] , in which the relation between accuracy and delay of the failure detector and the QoS of a typical consensus algorithm that uses it has been studied. The more and more widespread diffusion of WANs and ubiquitous connectivity are offering new opportunities to define and deploy new distributed applications with resilience requirements. Such critical distributed applications need to be properly supported by middleware mechanisms as failure detectors. It becomes therefore of uttermost interest to study the behavior of failure detectors operating on WAN environments. WANs are more hostile environments than LANs, making more difficult to realize an accurate and complete failure detection mechanism. Designing applications on a LAN generally takes advantage of a deeper knowledge of the infrastructure and of higher controllability. WANs are characterized by longer transmission delays and higher loss probability. WAN connections show also bigger variability of both delay and loss probability due to the many hops traversed in today packet switching WAN technology. Moreover WAN-based distributed systems are generally based on the use of an existing infrastructure of COTS, whose reliability and availability may be unknown and which are not under the designer control.
The objective of the research described in this paper is to quantitatively assess the impact of different alternative ways to compute the time-out on the QoS of a push-style failure detection mechanism operating on WAN. In the paper we present a modular failure detection algorithm (composed of a predictor and a safety margin), the experimental setup designed and implemented and the assessment of its QoS using several (30) different time-out calculation methods. Here only crash failure detectors are considered; they are the simplest, and most used, class of failure detectors.
The rest of the paper is as follow. In Section 2 we recall the fundamental ideas about failure detectors; it introduces the QoS metrics, the difference between FD algorithms and describes the structure of the modular algorithm used in the experiments. Section 3 describes the predictor and safety margin alternatives chosen. Section 4 contains a description of the architecture of the experimental setup. Section 5 first describes the experiments performed for evaluating the accuracy of the different predictors and then the experiments performed and the results obtained regarding the QoS of the failure detector combinations. Finally the concluding remarks, the lesson learned and future developments are summarized in Section 6.
Failure Detection Mechanisms
This section describes first the fundamental metrics for the QoS of failure detectors, then discusses the structure of failure detector algorithms and finally introduces our modular, push-style failure detector.
QoS of failure detectors: fundamental metrics
The metrics commonly used to specify the QoS of a failure detector are those defined in [5] . In this paper the authors propose metrics usable to quantify how fast and how well a failure detector works: a failure detector can be fast or slow in the detection of the failure of the process, and it can be more or less accurate. To maximize the QoS of an application it is important to specify clearly which are the most significant characteristics of the failure detection service for the application. Metrics of interest change depending on the application. For example, the use of a failure detector as low level service of group membership applications implies that the most important metrics are those related to accuracy rather than speed: a false positive detection of the current coordinator whose consequence is to trigger the election of a new coordinator is more expensive and has a worse impact than a slower detection of a true failure. In other applications a quick detection of failures can be more important, also if this implies more frequent false positives.
The three base metrics for the QoS of a failure detector are the following (Figure 1 , [5] ):
• T D (detection time): the time interval between the crash of the process and the time in which the failure detector starts to suspect the process in a permanent way; this metric quantifies the delay of the failure detector.
• T M (mistake duration): the time the failure detector takes to correct a mistake; it measures the time interval between an erroneous detection and its correction.
• T MR (mistake recurrence time): the time between two successive mistakes.
To make a parallel with mechanisms and algorithms in traditional diagnosis, T D quantifies the completeness, whereas T M and T MR quantify the accuracy of a failure detector. These metrics permit to define what is a good FD and permit to tune a FD implementation in relation to the From these three metrics many others can be derived, as described in [5] ; one of these is P A , the query accuracy probability. P A is defined as
It represents the probability that the output of the failure detector is correct at a random time: it corresponds to the classical availability concept.
The structure of failure detection algorithms
In this paper we consider processes connected through fair lossy links, links that can drop messages, but that can not create or duplicate messages (note that these are the typical characteristics of the UDP protocol). The fault model we consider is fail-stop: the monitored process can only stop working, and the monitor has to detect this class of failures.
Time-out based failure detector algorithms, where one failure detector monitors one process, can be classified essentially according to two attributes: we can distinguish push-style and pull-style algorithms ( [11] ), and the timeout period can be constant or adaptive. Push-style failure detectors are based on heartbeat messages; the monitored process p periodically sends a new heartbeat message, and the failure detector q uses these messages to establish if p is alive. In pull-style algorithms the failure detector q sends requests to p and it uses the response messages to detect p crashes.
Pull-style is useful in applications in which the state of the processes must be known only in some periods. If continuous control is pursued then push-style permits to obtain the same quality of detection with half messages exchanged; for this reason push-style algorithms are generally considered better than pull-style for those applications where the state of the processes needs to be continuously monitored during the entire system life.
Both classes are usually based on time-outs; the timeout can be a constant value, generally computed to obtain a specified QoS, or be updated to adapt to actual network behavior. The behavior of a WAN usually changes with time; the network can be congested in peak hours, and delay and message loss probability can vary between work days and weekends. An adaptive failure detector can automatically change its time-out and for this reason it is generally considered better for WANs. A failure detector with constant time-out is instead very useful in applications where specific QoS requirements such as a maximum detection time T U D need to be always guaranteed.
A modular adaptive push-style failure detector
Here a modular adaptive push-style failure detector, based on adaptive computation of a predictor and a safety Figure 2 . Temporal evolution of the failure detector margin, is considered. The predictor forecasts the expected instant of time when the next heartbeat message should be received; a safety margin is added to this prediction to avoid or limit premature time-outs. Such algorithm is an extension of [5] and [2] . In [5] the authors introduce the NFD-E algorithm, that uses the mean as predictor and a constant safety margin, whereas [2] proposes an algorithm with variable predictor and safety margin, and in which also the sending period is adaptable. We use different expressions for the predictor and for the safety margin, keeping the sending interval constant.
Let us consider two processes: p, the failure detector, and q, the monitored process. For simplicity and clarity here we assume that the clocks of p and q are synchronized and thus a unique global time reference can be considered. In our implementation, support for this assumption on synchronization is provided by using the Network Time Protocol (NTP) [14] .
Process q has a cyclic behavior; every η time units it sends heartbeat messages to p. Heartbeat messages {m 1 , ..., m i , ...} are characterized by a sequence number: an integer i, representing the cycle number of q in which the message was sent.
To determine whether to suspect q, p uses a sequence of time instants {τ 1 , ..., τ i , ...}, called freshness points: τ i = σ i + δ i where σ i is the sending time of the m i message (σ i = i · η) and δ i is the chosen time-out for the i-th cycle. Values for δ i are computed as the sum of the predictor and the safety margin:
The arrival time Arr i of the heartbeat m i can be expressed as (Figure 2 ):
pred i can thus be used to predict: Arr i − i · η = delay i , the delay of the i-th heartbeat message m i .
The safety margin is a value used to limit the occurrence of false positive detections. The safety margin can be a constant value, as in [5] , where the authors set a value obtained from QoS requirements and from probabilistic characterization of the network, or it can be evaluated in adaptive dynamical way, as in [2] . Here we choose adaptive safety margins, as illustrated in the next section.
Predictor and Safety Margin
The choice of the different predictors and safety margins follows [17] ; here we choose five predictors and six safety margins.
Predictors
The choice of the predictors has been based on the willingness to compare alternatives with different accuracy degree. The accuracy of a forecasting method is usually estimated using msqerr (the value of the mean square error between observed and predicted values). As it will be seen in the next section, the different predictors chosen offer different accuracy in the prediction and obviously different runtime complexity.
Every predictor uses the list obs = [obs 1 , ..., obs n ] of the observed transmission delays of received heartbeat messages to obtain the next predicted value for the delay. Heartbeat messages can be lost and reordered during transmission, and so this list may not be ordered according to the sequence number of messages. The list obs contains only information about those heartbeat messages that have arrived to the failure detector. Suppose the j-th received message corresponds to the i-th sent one, in this case we define a function sq that maps the index of the received message to the index of the sent one, i.e. sq(j) = i. obs j , the observed transmission delay of the j-th received heartbeat message, is equal to delay sq(j) = delay i . The following formula holds for obs j values: obs j = delay i = Arr i − σ i .
As described in Section 2.3, the freshness point τ k+1 is computed at the beginning of the k-th cycle using pred k+1 and sm k+1 , respectively the predictor and the safety margin values.
The chosen predictors can be described by the following expressions:
• LAST: the predicted value is the same as the last observation:
• MEAN: the predicted value is the mean of all observations:
• WINMEAN(N): the predicted value is the mean of the last N observations:
• LPF(β): the predicted value is the exponential smoothing of the observations (low pass filter). Let err k = obs n − pred k be the difference between the last observation (obs n ) and last predicted value (pred k ). The new predicted value is obtained using the expression: 
in which B is the shift operator and ∆ is the differences operator:
θ 0 is a constant value, {a t } is a white noise, Φ p (B) and Θ q (B) are respectively autoregressive and moving average components:
LPF is an example of ARIMA with (p = 0, q = d = 1). [17] considers and analyzes two different safety margin types choosing one constant value for each. Here we consider 3 different values for each of the 2 safety margin types, obtaining six different combinations. The chosen safety margin expressions are:
Safety Margins
• SM CI : sm k+1 , computed as
where σ is the estimator of the standard deviation and obs is the estimated mean of the observations.
• SM JAC : sm k+1 , computed, using the error committed in the last prediction |err k | = |obs n − pred k |, as
with α = 1 4 (as advised in [13] ).
These two safety margins show a substantial difference being SM CI dependent only on the network behavior (note that in the sm k+1 expression the predictor does not appear), while SM JAC is highly dependent on the error committed by the predictor used (that is on the accuracy of the predictor). Three values were chosen for γ and φ (low, middle and high), as shown in Table 1 . Using a higher γ in SM CI implies a higher time-out, independently of the predictor used; instead, using a higher φ in SM JAC implies higher time-out only in those cases where SM JAC is combined with less accurate predictors.
Experimental Architecture
For the experimental evaluation of the QoS of the failure detectors described, NekoStat [10, 16] (an extension of the Neko framework [18, 15] ) was used. Neko is a tool and a communication platform designed for testing and prototyping distributed algorithms. The algorithms realized using Neko can be executed either on a real network or simulated within the framework: the type of execution and the networks on top of which the algorithm is executed can be chosen in a configuration file. The Neko framework is written in Java; the distributed algorithms implemented within the framework are thus highly portable. Neko is a simple and powerful tool to make prototypes of distributed systems: distributed applications can be tested and executed on top of simulated and real networks, without any changes in the application code. The properties directly assessable using Neko are essentially qualitative. We therefore chose to realize NekoStat, an add-on package for Neko, to permit also a direct support for a quantitative evaluation of performance and dependability of Neko-based applications. NekoStat groups a set of tools that permit data collection and statistical analysis of performance and dependability indicators. The quantities of interest can be specified by the user defining how to obtain the interesting measure from the events that characterize the distributed execution of the system. Following the Neko philosophy, the tools are usable both in real executions and in simulations of a distributed system, without changing system implementation. Using NekoStat is simple: after the application development (using the Neko framework tools), the user has to define the events, the quantities of interest and a special class, implementing the interface StatHandler. It translates distributed events in quantities, either during the simulation or at the termination of a real distributed execution. The distributed system used in the experiments is composed by two Neko processes (Figure 3 To obtain a simpler, fair and complete evaluation of the QoS metrics we used a special layer, called MultiPlexer, performing a simple task: when it receives a new message from the network, it immediately forwards the message to all the components at the upper level. This layer permits to feed directly the different failure detectors, guaranteeing that they perceive identical network conditions, and thus is the basis to fairly compare their QoS.
The introduction of the SimCrash layer is instead necessary for the evaluation of the delay metric T D ; this layer permits to inject a crash of the Heartbeater layer and thus to measure T D (remember T D is the time between a crash and the start of permanent suspicion from the failure detector).
Predictor Parameters
Table 2. Predictors parameters
SimCrash has two parameters:
• MTTC: Mean Time To Crash, the mean time between a restoration of the process and the next crash; the time to crash is then uniformly distributed in the range
• TTR: Time To Repair, a constant time between the crash and the restoration of the process.
SimCrash can be used also for different experiments: during crash periods it simply drops all the messages from and to the network (the upper layers are thus isolated from the distributed system and appear as crashed) whereas in good periods it simply does nothing.
Experiment Execution and Results
This section describes first the experiment performed for evaluating the accuracy of the different predictors introduced and then the experiment performed and the results obtained regarding the QoS of the failure detector combinations.
Accuracy of the predictors
Before evaluating the QoS of the failure detectors, we performed an experiment to assess the accuracy and to classify the different predictors chosen. This experiment was performed on a simple Neko architecture, composed of only two layers, residing on the same two hosts used afterwards for the QoS experiment. In the experiment we collected one-way transmission delays of N one−way = 20000 successive heartbeat messages; these delays were used as observed values to assess and compare the accuracy of the several predictors introduced in Section 3. msqerr, the value of the mean square error of the prediction, was used as the metric for accuracy. Smaller msqerr values correspond to more accurate predictors.
As already explained in Section 3, ARIMA is a class of predictors whose accuracy strongly depends on p, d, q. So at first we identified the values in the space [0, 0, 0] − [10, 10, 10] , that maximizes the accuracy of ARIMA in terms of msqerr value. This selection was made using the RPS toolkit library ( [8] ) and the resulting values, together with the values chosen for the other predictors, are reported in Table 2 .
The chosen ARIMA model can be represented by the following system:
where φ 1 , φ 2 , θ 1 have to be computed dynamically during the execution; for this experiment (and for the experiments described later) they have been re-computed every N Arima = 1000 observations; in this way the model can adapt to the variable condition of the network.
The msqerr values obtained for the predictors are reported in Table 3 , sorted in order of accuracy. The results are slightly different from those obtained in [17] , probably due to the different connection type used: [17] considers for the evaluation of the accuracy of the predictors a series of round-trip times between two hosts interconnected through the Brazilian research network, whereas an Italy-Japan connection has been used here. ARIMA was however the most accurate predictor in both cases.
Evaluation and comparison of the QoS of the failure detectors
The experimental evaluation of the QoS of the failure detectors was based on 13 different experiment runs on a WAN connection between Italy and Japan: the process Monitored ran in Italy (on a host connected to Internet with ADSL), the Monitor ran in Japan (on a host connected to the JAIST 1 network). Some values characterizing the WAN connection used in the experiments are reported in Table 4,  while Table 5 contains the values chosen for the application parameters. As it appears clear from the Table, the WAN connection Italy-Japan used is quite stable: the sample standard deviation and the loss probability are quite small. Every run was based on NumCycles cycles of the failure detectors. From the description of the experimental architecture and of SimCrashLayer it comes out that, in every experiment run, N TD ≈ NumCycles·η MT T C+T T R values for the metric T D are collected; the chosen values for the parameters permit thus to collect N TD ≈ 30 values in every run, sufficient to achieve an acceptable statistical validity for the metric. The value for T T R was chosen long enough to permit to every failure detector to detect permanently the process crash.
In Section 2 the assumption was made that the clocks of the monitored process and of the failure detector are synchronized (offset ∆ pq = 0 and relative clock drift ρ pq = 0). To make this assumption valid in the experiments we have used NTP-based synchronization; to obtain high accuracy of the clocks with real time we used two separate NTP servers (one in Italy, one in Japan). Synchronized clocks are also necessary to obtain the T D metric, which requires to consider distributed events on different sites (the simulated crash of the process and the start of permanent detection from the failure detector). The most accurate predictor, ARIM A, obtained the best values of the delay metric when using SM JAC . Looking from the safety margin angle, it must be noted that the lowest mean delay can be obtained coupling SM CI only with LP F , whereas if SM JAC is used, several predictors allow to get the shortest mean delay. An interesting result to notice is that the use of a predictor with better accuracy does not necessarily imply better accuracy for the failure detector; for example, the worst accuracy results were obtained using ARIM A with SM JAC (especially with SM JAC high ). A key to obtain a good accuracy for the failure detector appears to be a proper combination of predictor and safety margin. Good choices are i) a good predictor with a constant (or variable but not dependent from the predictor errors) safety margin, or ii) a less accurate predictor assisted by an adaptable safety margin, that intervenes to correct the error in the forecasted values. As it appears from Figures 6 and 7, good choices appear to be ARIM A+SM CI or LAST +SM JAC . From the Figure  6 it appears also that this setting is suitable for applications in which it is important to obtain a fast detection of the failure, but with a T MR of tens of seconds. If T MR needs to be much higher (order of minutes or hours), it is necessary to work on the safety margin by increasing it until the desired T MR is reached.
A synthetic way to evaluate the accuracy of a failure detector is the P A metric (a way of combining T M and T MR ). P A , representing the accuracy of the failure detector through a unique value, provides a more compact indicator but does not contain the same information available with T M and T MR . A high value for this metric is desirable for many applications in the same way as availability is more useful for many systems than MTTF and MTTR. Figure  8 reports the values obtained for P A in our experiments. The plots in it confirm some of the observations previously made for predictor and safety margin choices. Again it must be stressed that good predictors (like ARIM A) have to be combined with safety margin independent from the prediction errors: ARIM A provides the best values in the left side of the Figure and values among the worst in the right side. Again, looking from the safety margin angle, it must be noted that good P A is obtained coupling SM CI only with ARIM A whereas, if SM JAC is used, several predictors allow to get good P A . In the experiment we can rank them, LP F being the best, followed by LAST , then by W inMean etc.
Final remarks
The results obtained in these experiments confirm that a perfect solution for the failure detection does not exist. Actually it is impossible to create a failure detection mechanism with the best accuracy and delay together, thus the most convenient trade-off dependent on the desired characteristics has to be set up.
Another interesting line for comparison is the complexity in the realization and the overhead in the execution of the different time-out calculation methods. Considering the dimension of the observations list as the natural dimension for the problem, all the calculation methods seen have constant execution complexity, O(1), though different complexity for the realization. In this sense, a combination that can be considered very effective is LAST + SM JAC . This combination actually offers very good delay (the best value for T D and for T U D ) and good accuracy, being at the same time the simplest to implement. The only drawback is the T MR value, smaller than other combinations.
Conclusions and Future Works
The widespread diffusion of WANs and ubiquitous connectivity makes the design and deployment of distributed applications with hard resilience requirements a quite important market. At the same time WANs are a more hostile environment than LANs, due to longer delays, higher loss probability and bigger variance, that makes the realization of accurate and complete failure detection mechanism a tough challenge. This paper described an experiment performed on Wide Area Network to assess and fairly compare the Quality of Service provided by a large family of failure detectors. The universally most used implementation of a failure detection mechanism, an adaptable push-style crash failure detector composed of a predictor and a safety margin, has been considered.
An experimental architecture specifically set up for the experiment, based on Neko and NekoStat, has proved very useful for the fair experimental evaluation and comparison of 30 failure detector alternatives. Useful indications on how to obtain accurate and fast failure detectors on WAN environments have thus been provided:
• The first result obtained is that using a more accurate predictor for the time-out calculation method does not necessarily imply better QoS for the failure detector.
• Then these experiments confirmed that a perfect solution for the failure detection problem does not exist. The experiments did not show a predictor and safety margin combination that permits to obtain at the same time the best accuracy and delay metrics, but we found some combinations more accurate and some other faster.
• Good choices for accuracy appear to be i) a good predictor with a constant (or variable but independent from the predictor errors) safety margin, or ii) a less accurate predictor assisted by an adaptable safety margin, that intervenes to correct the error in the forecasted values. The same kind of result was obtained also in previous works, here more evidence is provided for another failure detector mechanism in another context.
• When also complexity in the realization, and the runtime overhead in the execution of the different timeout calculation methods are considered, the most effective combination resulting from the experiment is LAST + SM JAC . This combination actually offers very good delay (the best value for T D and for T U D ) and good accuracy, being at the same time the simplest to implement.
As an extension of this work we are now running further experiments on different WAN connections, to understand if and how these results can be generalized to other environments. Planned activities will involve also mobile networks and environments. We intend to investigate failure detectors to best support the deployment on ubiquitous infrastructures of new emerging distributed applications with critical resiliency requirements.
